I. Introduction
War is a way of life -in some parts of the world it is an on-going struggle with no end in sight.
1 Years of perpetual conflict have adversely affected the way in which political, socio-economic, and cultural components of society have developed.
2 Indeed, armed conflict negatively affects all aspects of society: not only does it destroy buildings and societies, but it also leaves surviving individuals and communities with deep wounds that can last a lifetime. economic decline, stress, and violence may cause groups to separate among ethnic and racial lines as a coping mechanism. Given that, and due to the profound affect of conflict on communities and individuals, civil society plays a critical role in the rebuilding and reconstruction process in a post-conflict environment. 6 Experts define civil society as the voluntary actions of individuals who share common beliefs and values. 7 This definition includes the voluntary actions of individuals as separate entities from the state, family and market, and other non-state actors and associations. 8 While debate exists about whether the Western concept of civil society applies also to developing nations, 9 common functions of civil society include: protecting citizens; holding government leaders accountable for their actions; advocating public interest; socializing citizens' behavior; building community; mediating between citizens and state actors; and delivering services necessary for the functioning of society. 10 Common functions of civil society include: protecting citizens; holding government leaders accountable for their actions; advocating public interest; socializing citizens' behavior; building community; mediating between citizens and state actors; and delivering services necessary for the functioning of society.
11 Although civil society cannot fulfill all roles that a state plays in a post-conflict setting, civil society leaders and organizations provide an important perspective that sheds light on a particular community's needs and cultural characteristics. Studies have found that civil society involvement is one of the most important factors in determining whether postconflict initiatives will be successful and sustainable.
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A blanket "one-size fits all" scenario for all post-conflict situations does not exist, since each conflict has a variety of unique attributes. An intervention that might be quite effective in one community could be completely ineffective in another. For example, in post-apartheid South Africa, forgiveness, repentance and reconciliation were effective in the religious-based Truth and Reconciliation Commission led by Archbishop Desmond Tutu. This combination of intervention tactics proved successful because, after apartheid ended, teachings of the church survived, thus making pardon possible.
13 Such a religious-based intervention, however, would not have been effective in Rwanda following the genocide there because Rwandan spiritual leaders actually participated in the genocide. 14 While government or international leaders may be unaware of the importance of the cultural context in which they are implementing postconflict initiatives, civil society involvement will provide the cultural context and understanding of particular community attributes. 15 Despite its important role, civil society needs to act in concert with and not replace state functions, thus creating a way in which citizens become active players in their society in order to ensure that their interests are protected and governmental initiatives are culturally appropriate to a particular situation. 16 Attitudes and actions of individuals and communities can profoundly influence the long-term prospects of a variety of reconciliation and peacebuilding efforts. Post-conflict peacebuilding includes actions 'to identify and support structures which will tend to strengthen and solidify peace in order to avoid a relapse into conflict' 17 and to establish necessary conditions to sustain peace in post-conflict societies. 18 In 1992, the United Nations Secretary- General Boutros Boutros-Ghali introduced the term "peacebuilding," which has subsequently been used widely in the international community. 19 Peacebuilding, a broad term that refers to an on-going process that addresses a variety of activities, encompasses the twin goals of preventing future conflicts and developing ways to deal with conflicts peacefully. 20 Its aims are to change the social structures underlying the conflict and alter the attitudes of the parties to the conflict. 21 Peacebuilding efforts include: disarming former combatants; establishing a sense of order in society; confiscating weapons; finding homes for refugees; training and supporting security forces; initiating and monitoring elections; protecting human rights; strengthening leadership; and encouraging political participation.
22
Peace may be viewed from two different perspectives: negative peace, in which there is a cessation of violence; and positive peace, in which society is peaceful on all levels --not merely an absence of violence.
23 While some post-conflict countries have ended violence, their failure to establish more legitimate governance, economic growth, or reconciliation demonstrates that they have reached negative peace, but fall short of reaching positive peace. 24 Positive peace is not just the absence of war, but it is enjoyment of justice, equality, human rights, and fundamental freedoms. Positive peacebuilding can include a variety of activities, such as: "negotiations, peace keeping, trauma healing, poverty reduction, democratization." 25 Three phases of peacebuilding include: prevention of armed conflict; management of conflict; and post-conflict peacebuilding. 26 resolution involves both peacebuilding and rebuilding of physical structures; it is not simply ending armed conflict, but identifying underlying societal structures that first led to the conflict. 27 In post-war rebuilding, civil society specifically can play an important role by monitoring the implementation of the peace agreements and the related reform agenda; strengthening transition to democracy; and helping to organize and apply plans for physical, economic and institutional reconstruction.
28

III. Justice and Rule of Law in Post-Conflict Peacebuilding
An important component of post-conflict peacebuilding is implementation of justice and the rule of law. If individuals affected by a conflict do not believe that justice has been served after atrocities have been committed, then it will be difficult, if not impossible, for society to move forward following a conflict. Promoting social justice and reconciliation among individuals who have been affected by the conflict is a societal imperative. 29 As such, in post-conflict society, building the rule of law is of the utmost importance.
30 "Everything else depends on it: a functioning economy, a free and fair political system, the development of civil society, public confidence in the police and the courts."
31 If atrocities are not dealt with and perpetrators are not brought to justice, new cycles of violence easily erupt. 32 Thus, re-establishing trust and enforcing justice become the most important aspects of reconciliation. Feelings of anger and mistrust between former adversaries obstruct community rebuilding and development. 33 Unresolved past injustices often become the source of subsequent outbreaks of violence. 34 27 Koonings, supra note 6, at 14. 28 . 34 Theissen, supra note 32.
The criminal justice system is particularly important in dealing with past injustices and finding a peaceful settlement to prevent eruption of future conflicts. 35 Victims of violence may forgive their wrong-doers if their suffering is fully acknowledged. 36 Given that, justice seeking develops as a necessary component of peacebuilding. 37 Communities will be unable to build true peace until perpetrators of violence are put to justice.
Under international law, a state has the duty to restore justice. Restorative justice is somewhat of a novel approach that states more recently taken to resolve former conflicts --it focuses on reconciliation, rather than punishment, to re-establish equilibrium in society.
38 "Reparations may contribute to the reintegration of victims and reduce the likelihood of renewed armed confrontation, by officially recognizing the harm victims had to endure." 39 The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), for example, focused on allowing reparations to victims who experienced human rights abuses regardless of whether or not they were able to locate the perpetrator. In doing so, the TRC formally acknowledged the suffering that the victim had experienced. 40 Five goals for any justice process are retribution, deterrence, rehabilitation, restoration, and condemnation/social solidarity. 41 A state is required to: establish truth about gross human rights violations, including information about the victims, and identification for perpetrators of human rights abuses; make efforts to reform state institutions to prevent future human rights abuses; provide reparations to victims for harm they have suffered; and punish those who committed human rights abuses. 42 State actors are not the only entities that play an important role in post-conflict justice initiatives. Local and international human rights organizations also play a critical role in establishing and implementing the justice system and the rule of law. 
A. Justice Systems and the Rule of Law
The United Nations defines rule of law as follows:
The rule of law is a concept at the very heart of the Organization's mission. It refers to a principle of governance in which all persons, institutions and entities, public and private, including the State itself, are accountable to laws that are publicly promulgated, equally enforced and independently adjudicated, and which are consistent with international human rights norms and standards. It requires, as well, measures to ensure adherence to the principles of supremacy of law, equality before the law, accountability to the law, fairness in the application of the law, separation of powers, participation in decisionmaking, legal certainty, avoidance of arbitrariness and procedural and legal transparency.
44
Investigation and punishment of perpetrators of atrocities such as gross human rights violations, genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity are becoming increasingly accepted and supported by the international community and international law. 45 International justice systems also serve an important role because they communicate to political and military leaders that they will be subject to prosecution if they engage in violations of human rights or international laws. 46 Further, they ensure neutrality and establish a high level of standard procedure. 47 Despite their benefit, international legal systems can be quite limited in their ability to fully address human rights abuses that occur throughout the world. Two primary limitations of international legal systems are: difficulty for the international legal system to have jurisdiction over these individuals, since oftentimes it is powerful leaders who are responsible for committing human rights violations; and usually only a small fraction of the perpetrators will be convicted due to paucity of financial resources. 48 Further, international justice systems will likely not have a direct or substantive impact on local peace building.
50 Indeed, they may lack cultural sensitivity, full understanding of the context underlying the conflict, and knowledge of local language.
51 Community members may feel detached from or confused by an international justice system, and will not believe that justice has been done even if a perpetrator is convicted. An empirical study in Bosnia and Herzegovina about local perceptions of the ICTY suggests that lawyers and judges from a variety of ethnic backgrounds were not wellinformed about the ICTY's work. Thus, they were suspicious about the purpose and consequence of the ICTY. 52 Those persons who conducted the study note that suspicions surrounding the ICTY were likely due to the distance between the tribunal (in The Hague) and the population which it served, coupled with the ICTY's failure to publicize its work, integrate local actors in the process, and use locally-known approaches to criminal law. 53 Due to the many drawbacks of international justice systems, addressing injustices of former conflicts must include local involvement. The most effective way to handle post-conflict reconciliation is for the international community to assist a society in dealing with justice and accountability on its own. 54 Balancing domestic and international justice systems in this context, however, can be difficult. 55 For instance, in Kosovo, United Nations authorities implemented regulations that allowed international and domestic judges to work together in local Kosovar courts, permitting 49 148 (1996) . 55 Graybill, supra note 38, at 5. [Vol. 36.1 international and domestic lawyers to prosecute and defend accused perpetrators of crimes. This proved difficult, however, because there often were conflicts between local laws and international norms in regard to war crimes evaluated by the court.
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Despite potential difficulties, it nevertheless is important to find a way in which domestic and international legal systems can work together. Under international law, states are obligated to investigate, punish and compensate gross human rights violations, crimes against humanity, and war crimes. 57 Further, local approaches to justice seeking must be culturally appropriate and sensitive to local practices. 58 Local court systems will be most effective in allowing community members to identify with the pursuit of justice, since local systems will be more appropriate to a particular society, ensuring strong community participation.
59
Although local approaches to justice-seeking following a violent conflict may be the most beneficial in reconciliation efforts, many challenges associated with a decentralized approach exist, including: following armed conflict, local justice systems will likely not be traditional and will reflect new power structures; procedural processes will likely not be compatible with international human rights standards; stratification between local and customary systems will be increased; and local court structures may be unwilling or unable to follow due process. 60 In addition, following a conflict, states may lack the resources and infrastructure necessary to conduct proceedings. 61 For instance, in Kosovo and East Timor, many important physical infrastructures were destroyed following the conflict. 62 Nonetheless, domestic legal systems, no matter how undeveloped, create a sense among the 56 An example of a traditional court system is the Gacaca Courts in Rwanda, which were used in addition to the formal court system. 63 The Gacaca (meaning "grass" in Kinyarwan) courts are a traditional community court system, in which elders sat on the grass to solve conflicts in the community. 64 Three pillars of the Gacaca system include: rewarding those who confess to crimes by cutting their prison time in half; highlighting apologies as an important ingredient of reconciliation; and providing reparations to victims. 65 The main goal of the Gacaca system was to restore harmony between those harmed and the perpetrator of crimes. 66 The benefit of using Gacaca Courts is that they address many of the cases that other court systems are not able to deal with due to the large number of cases.
The grassroots approach provides a way for individual community members to feel as though they are personally involved in restoring justice. 67 Some reports indicate that 80% of the population in Rwanda supported the Gacaca process. 68 Although others may have been sceptical about this system, this approach possibly presented the best chance for Rwanda to seek and find justice. 69 According to Rwandan tradition, punitive justice is a necessary requirement in reconciliation. 70 Therefore, an important component of the Gacaca Court in finding reconciliation is its ability to deal with a larger number of perpetrators who may wait decades to be tried in other courts. New democracies emerging from massive violence and human rights violations may be unable to prosecute the majority of human rights violators.
B. Restorative Justice: The Role of Truth Commissions
71 Therefore, more expansive and creative strategies to address human rights violations must be developed to ensure justice for society as a whole. 72 Criminal justice systems should not just focus on punishing past harms because prosecution only deals with human rights abuses after the fact. 73 Prosecution and punishment are important components of justice, but they are only post hoc interventions. Justice encompasses the truth, reform of state institutions, reparations for victims and creates initiatives to forge reconciliation. Courts are crucially important in combating impunity, but we dare not confine the struggle for human rights to one set of institutions or one approach to deal with the past. 74 Not only must survivors of a victimized group heal, but also perpetrators and members of the perpetrator group who did not engage in violence must heal. 75 Perpetrators must acknowledge what they have done and apologize for their actions. Constructive forgiveness may be a way for all parties of the genocide to heal.
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Traditional justice systems are designed in such a way to punish individuals who commit crimes, which are the exception in society, rather than the rule. "Once the violation of the law becomes the rule, criminal justice systems simply cannot cope." 77 Restorative justice through truth commissions can serve as a beneficial alternative to traditional justice systems while providing an opportunity for both state and civil society activism. Truth commissions are a good place to start for lasting reconciliation processes, promoting public discourse about previous injustices. 78 They can supplement the work of prosecutions by establishing accountability for widespread abuse 71 van Zyl, supra note 40, at 1. 72 79 Further, they provide a historical record of atrocities and investigate the causes and consequences of atrocities through holding public hearings, conducting fact-finding missions, and recording statements from perpetrators, witnesses, and victims. 80 The most recent successful example of restorative justice is displayed by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) in post-apartheid South Africa. 81 Although lack of resources was one of the primary reasons for implementing a truth commission rather than a pure trial and justice system, the TRC proved quite successful in finding reconciliation in post-apartheid South Africa. One of the most important aspects of the TRC was "official acknowledgement of human rights abuse."
82 This acknowledgement of the wrongfulness of human rights abuses in a public forum communicated a systemic attitude that human rights abuses were unacceptable, 83 making it more likely to prevent them from occurring in the future. 84 Civil society was quite involved in the implementation of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. For instance, the African National Congress, working in conjunction with the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), proved critical in mobilizing crowds for mass action. 85 Two models of reconciliation found in the TRC were: "interpersonal or individual reconciliation;" and "national unity and reconciliation," with the goal of creating a nation "democratically at peace with itself." 86 The TRC integrated elements of the justice system along with the standard disclosure system. If an accused individual confessed to a gross human rights violation, a public hearing was conducted by the Amnesty Committee before the person could be granted amnesty. A system of impunity was created largely out of necessity. 87 One of the main criticisms of granting amnesty is that it removes the primary deterrent, namely: punishment for engaging in human rights violations. 89 While impunity may weaken trust of legal systems, 90 it nevertheless may be necessary for minor crimes since it allows the legal system to prosecute more severe human rights violators. 91 The importance of the TRC was that it established standards of moral conduct for which individuals would be punished for future violations. 92 The TRC reaffirmed that South Africa adopted the widely accepted view that, under international law, apartheid is a crime against humanity.
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Pursuit of truth was the main underlying goal for the TRC. 94 In addition to the systemic importance of revealing the truth and punishing wrongdoers for their actions, the TRC provided a forum for healing. Truth commissions can officially recognize and record human rights violations. 95 The acknowledgement of individual suffering served as an important component to healing and restoring dignity to victims of human rights abuses.
96 Victims' opportunities to be heard and acknowledged in this context aided in their healing processes. Further, reparations contributed to the reintegration of victims and reduced the likelihood of renewed armed confrontation by officially recognizing the harm victims endured. 97 In addition to focusing on healing victims of abuse, the TRC also worked to reintegrate perpetrators of violence into the community. Each week perpetrators and victims came together in a reintegration ceremony in which perpetrators were baptized and then welcomed back into the community. 
C. The Role of Justice Systems, Truth Commissions, and Other Organizations
Due to the variety of causes and results of conflict, it is not effective to address past injustices from a purely legal perspective or from a purely reconciliation perspective. Post-conflict peacebuilding will be most effective if it is approached from a variety of perspectives. As Archbishop Desmond Tutu has stated: "Unless you move beyond justice in the form of a tribunal there is no hope for Rwanda." 99 Operating both justice systems and truth commissions concurrently may augment the transitional justice process.
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The Truth and Reconciliation Commission and the Special Court in Sierra Leone worked to coordinate between its truth commission and court system to deal with past atrocities. 101 The Truth and Reconciliation Commission began on July 5, 2002, 102 and included three phases: a deployment stage; a hearings phase; and a report-writing phase. Statement collection took place from December 4, 2002-April 1, 2003, during which time 6,000 statements were taken. 103 Concurrently, the Special Court also moved forward with proceedings and, during the summer of 2002, three judges of the Trial Chamber and five judges of the Appeals Chamber were appointed. 104 Only individuals who committed the most egregious acts were tried in court. 105 A combination of the two methods enabled officials to deal with a larger number of cases than the Sierra Leone Court alone would provide. However, the concurrent operation of justice systems and truth commissions 99 Graybill, supra note 13, 1121.[Vol. 36.1 in other circumstances or countries could be problematic. 106 Legal dilemmas posed by a combination of approaches include whether statements made in truth commissions should be admissible as evidence in criminal prosecutions, and whether evidence collected in criminal investigations should be available to those conducting the truth commission. Further, it may be unreasonable to expect perpetrators to make statements about their actions if amnesty is not available to them. 107 Despite these potential drawbacks, the hybrid system in Sierra Leone demonstrates one way to coordinate both justice and reconciliation efforts.
Notwithstanding the importance of seeking justice and reconciliation in post-conflict peacebuilding efforts, establishing legal institutions and justice systems alone cannot adequately deal with war-torn societies. 108 Other necessary steps must be taken to rebuild both physical infrastructures and psychological aspects of society.
Conflict not only destroys buildings -it also negatively affects trust, hope, identity, family and relationships.
109 "Stronger state institutions, broader political participation, land reform, a deepening of civil society, and respect for ethnic identities are all seen as ways to improve the prospects for peaceful governance." 110 In order to reach peace and reconciliation after a conflict, it is necessary to establish legitimate centralized power; improve legitimacy of the state through civic participation; and provide funding supporting peaceful activities. Post-conflict peacebuilding and conflict transformation require a wide range of actors, including: states and intergovernmental organizations; development and humanitarian organizations; international non-governmental organizations (NGOs); and individuals and civil society leaders in affected societies. 111 Since physical infrastructures are often destroyed in conflicts, some argue that it is necessary for the 106 Evenson, supra note 41, at 731. 107 international community to become involved in these goals. 112 Although actors at various levels may work independently to promote peace, there is often overlap and coordination between various groups in peacebuilding efforts.
Professionals in the field of peacebuilding have focused on more policy-based questions concerning design and conduct of a peacebuilding mission, rather than other necessary components, such as connecting practical peace operations with more theoretical debates. 113 This approach has viewed peacebuilding as a theoretical concept, while ignoring the real-life ramifications of peacebuilding missions. This failure to evaluate real-life ramifications of peacebuilding missions may impede their success. Just as legal approaches to post-conflict peacebuilding require local involvement to be effective, non-legal approaches also require involvement of local actors and civil society members.
During conflict times, there may be a sense of anarchy, in which the entire physical and governmental infrastructure of a society has been completely destroyed. Importantly, "international capacities can foster peace by substituting for limited local capacities and alleviating factors that feed deep hostility. Such intervention improves the prospects for peace, but only if the peace operation is appropriately designed." 114 In the 1990s, United Nations Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali set out to expand the concept of peacemaking in his book, Agenda for Peace. 115 The current United Nations model for peacebuilding is based upon these concepts and includes measure such as: placement of military personnel to promote and protect demobilization; disarmament and cantonment of groups in conflict; promotion of democracy by establishing a transitional government; support for and establishment of civilian government and infrastructure, such as lawenforcement personnel; promotion of human rights; return of refugees; and rebuilding of physical infrastructure that was destroyed during the conflict. Often a United Nations organization will be designated to coordinate activities of various players in the peacebuilding effort in order to ensure that there will be coherence and accountability. In this capacity, the point-ofcontact organization coordinates planning and information-sharing among different entities involved in the post-conflict peacebuilding effort. 118 The post-conflict situation in Kosovo demonstrates the United Nation's coordination of key players in the international community to become actively involved in the post-conflict construction process. In Kosovo, Serb officials had abandoned the country, cutting off funding from municipal governments, and shutting down schools, public transport, and courts, and other vital services. Widespread looting, as well as seizures of homes and property, occurred. Essentially, no functioning government existed. 119 The international community needed to step in to rebuild a sense of order in the Kosovar society. 120 The Secretary-General created the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo to establish an international civil presence and establish a sense of order. 121 Components of this program utilized resources from various entities in the international community, and included: the United Nations Interim Administration Mission to manage public administration and civil affairs, police forces, and judicial affairs; 122 the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe for institution-building, which promoted democratization and building of institutions, elections, and enforcement of human rights which was coordinated by the; 123 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees for humanitarian assistance; 124 and the European Union for reconstruction. 125 In addition to efforts of the United Nations to promote peace, development organizations in the past few decades have focused on development programs that specifically target peacebuilding efforts. Development aid can also be used directly to mitigate conflict or build programs that focus on reintegrating child soldiers or rehabilitating agricultural capacities. Financial support can be used for capacity-building and mitigating indigenous conflict. 126 In some instances, development organizations have supported United Nations peacebuilding efforts. For instance, donors helped support international efforts in Mozambique to carry out democratic elections, and assisted RENAMO transform into a legitimate political party.
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International bodies can be instrumental in establishing a democratic system in post-conflict societies. However, democracies will only be successful and sustainable if a particular country's leaders and citizens support a democratic system. 128 For example, although promotion of democracy in Mozambique was a multi-faceted effort, exclusion of civil society undermined the transition process. Essentially, the international community imposed democracy on Mozambican society without the participation of its citizens. These citizens did not understand their new system of government and voted in democratic elections only out of obligation. 129 Mozambiquefile conducted an opinion poll following establishment of the new government, in which the majority of Mozambicans expressed that their situation was worse than before Mozambique's transitioned to democracy.
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Although development aid can be instrumental in various projects that promote peacebuilding, development agencies tend to operate in a "laissez faire" manner, leaving much of the work of conflict transformation to nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).
131 Non-governmental actors are instrumental in domestic and international policymaking, particularly in the process of democratization. International NGOs may serve an important role as liaison between international agencies and local communities. In approaching post-conflict peacebuilding, they work closely with individuals closely involved with the conflict to glean an understanding of the roots of the conflict. They also work to create opportunities for discussion and dialogue related to sources of the conflict. Efforts of NGOs in post-conflict peacebuilding may include: "supporting and sustaining local groups and social movements, building peace constituencies, strengthening capacity, empowering key actors, organizational development and networking and training."
133 Importantly, it has been noted that "due to the limitations of major international organizations to reach local communities, NGOs fill in the gaps between decision-making agencies at the centre and local communities."
134 Nonetheless, international NGOs may still lack the in-depth cultural understanding of local factors at play in peacebuilding efforts.
Cultural disconnect between the international community's work toward peacebuilding and needs of local communities and civil societies may thwart peacebuilding efforts. While the international community involved in post-conflict peacebuilding may focus on practical challenges of peacebuilding, they may neglect ideological assumptions under which they are operating. 135 Further, foreign peacekeeping forces will need to establish legitimacy in order to be truly effective in building peace after a conflict. "Enforcement operations can end the violence, but alone they cannot promote durable, democratic peace." 136 International actors in post-conflict peacebuilding have, at times, disregarded the important contribution that civil society actors can make to the process. They use reports from international, rather than local, NGOs or hire a foreign expert rather than a local one. These acts are detrimental to the peacebuilding process: failing to gain local perspectives of the situation can result in an inability for key players in the peacebuilding process to understand the cultural context underlying the conflict. 137 There may be traditional practices in a community that will allow for peacebuilding following a conflict. For instance, a healing ceremony in Angola, which 133 Miall, supra note 112, at 14. 134 Ho-Won Jeong, Peace Building: Operational Imperatives and Organizational Co-ordination, 24 Hiroshima Peace Sci. 1, 2 (2002). 135 Paris, supra note 113, at 30. 136 Doyle, supra note 111, at 795. 137 Pouligny, supra note 110, at 502.
included traditional practices, allowed for a child to be fully accepted upon return to his family.
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If local community members are not consulted in circumstances such as the healing ceremony in Angola, then it will become impossible for peacebuilding efforts to be effective. In order to ensure that international peacebuilding efforts are as appropriate and effective as possible, it is necessary to more fully include civil society and local NGOs in post-conflict peacebuilding planning strategies, and project implementation. "The ultimate goal [of long-term peacebuilding] is to turn the country back over to its own people."
139
Civil society organizations and local non governmental organizations play the most important role in building peace following a conflict. These players can most fully understand the underlying social components of the conflict. Civil society involvement provides the cultural context and understanding regarding steps that will be beneficial in peacebuilding efforts. Including local players in peacebuilding efforts will not take much extra work from international players; "listening to the resources that ordinary people may mobilize so as to pick up the threads of disrupted history," is all that is needed.
140 "The objective should be to initiate a process in which local resources, knowledge and information are taken seriously, and then supported and valorized if they concur with the PCPB [post-conflict peacebuilding] objectives, instead of being duplicated or simply ignored."
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One way to build a connection between theoretical concepts of peacebuilding and practical ramifications of peacebuilding efforts, as well as to engage local leaders and civil society actors, is through initiatives associated with building a culture of peace, in which practical measures are taken to change the climate of a society. Through efforts to build a culture of peace, various actors work together to implement programs to change the collective psychology of a society to heal from previous conflict and prevent future conflicts. 138 Refugee children: Guidelines on protection and care, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (1998), available at http://www.unhcr.org/cgibin/texis/vtx/protect/opendoc.pdf?tbl=PROTECTION&id=3b84c6c67 (last visited Dec. 17, 2007) . 139 Flavin, supra note 118, at 107. 140 Pouligny, supra note 110, at 502. 141 Id. at 503.
IV. Building a Culture of Peace
Societies that have a tradition of dealing with change peacefully are more likely to reach peaceful resolution to a conflict. If leaders handle conflicts constructively, society will likely be more confident in leaders' abilities to manage conflict peacefully. 142 Many societies do not naturally handle conflict peacefully; however, steps may be taken to promote peaceful reconciliations to conflicts. Recently, peace activists have evaluated the reasons behind past conflicts, suggesting that there is a need to transition from a culture of war to a culture of peace.
The term "culture of peace" refers to a set of "values, attitudes, and behaviours that reflect and inspire social interaction and sharing on basic principles," that promotes social justice and non-violence. 143 Elise Boulding defines peace culture as "a mosaic of identities, attitudes, values, beliefs, and institutional patterns that lead people to live nurturantly [sic] with one another and the earth itself without the aid of structured power differentials, to deal creatively with their differences, and share their resources." 144 Civil society involvement in a cultural of peace movement is particularly important. "Experimenting with non-violent procedures, civil liberties, and electoral processes facilitating orderly and legitimate regime changes can set the stage for the acceptance of peace as a best option for those involved in the conflict." 145 State leaders may not have interest in resolving conflicts because they gain power from a culture of war and receive international financial support when in a state of war. 146 Local NGOs, therefore, can be instrumental in promoting a culture of peace because they do not depend on conflict to gain power; they gain support through member activism.
Often initiatives related to building a peace culture are already in place. The culture of peace movement provides a way for these initiatives to come together in order to strengthen and expand already existing movements. 148 The goal of this movement is not to find a quick fix to longterm conflicts, but rather to encourage and establish a complete transformation of social structures. To promote a global movement from conflict to peace, Nobel Peace Laureates have developed the Manifesto 2000, which provides a positive vision for a global movement to peace.
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The United Nations General assembly has adopted the Programme of Action on a Culture of Peace, 150 and the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the United Nations have developed criteria for establishing a culture of peace. 151 These criteria include: education; development; human rights; gender equality; democratization; tolerance and solidarity; communication; and peace and security, 152 all of which provide various contexts within which to discuss various approaches to peacebuilding.
Peace Education: The goals of peace education include changing attitudes, promoting tolerance, addressing prejudices, challenging stereotypes, revising a sense of self versus the other, and building a sense of collective identity. Peace education depends both on teachers and students who can exchange community information, knowledge, and truth. 153 They must have access to all information, with the freedom to communicate with others. 154 Studies implemented with Jewish Israeli and Palestinian children demonstrate that, even in contexts of ongoing violence, participation in peacebuilding exercises results in positive perceptions of one side of the conflict towards the other. Children who participated in peacebuilding activities were more [Vol. 36.1 equipped to empathize with the other side's situation, and were more willing to have dialogue with the other side. 155 One stellar example of the success of such a peace education program is Seeds of Peace, which began in August 1993. Seeds of Peace brings together youth from conflicting groups to meet their "enemies" for the first time, living in cabins, sharing meals, and participating in summer camp activities. In addition to camp activities, the youth participated in dialogue sessions on a daily basis, which allowed them to share experiences with one another, and to learn about experiences from their counterparts. The main focus of Seeds of Peace is to lay groundwork for sustainable peace through communication and collaboration. 156 Each side of the conflict arrives to camp with emotional baggage and hard feelings towards the other. 157 The camp setting in Seeds of Peace allows youth to meet one another in neutral territory, in which all youth are treated as equals. The program includes three phases: establishment of trust, connection and respect, enhanced empathy, understanding, and awareness of the other side, preparation to return home. 158 Development: Peace, development, and democracy are inextricably linked. 159 "Societal reconciliation, democratization and economic reconstruction are seen as three mutually reinforcing dimensions of sustainable peace, development and democracy." 160 In order to build peace, it is important "to create a situation, a society or a community in which individuals are enabled to develop and fully use their capacities for creativity, service and enjoyment. Unless development in this sense can take place, no settlement will lead to a secure and lasting peace." 161 Sustained economic and social development requires sound and balanced economic and social strategies. intrastate war will never end. 163 In order for conflict settlement to maintain, there must be employment and economic opportunities; otherwise, new violence is likely to erupt. 164 To this end, Allan Gerson suggests developing a Peace Transition Council, in which key players in the peacebuilding area, such as the United Nations, the World Bank, the private sector, and the NGO community partner to provide economic opportunities for post-conflict communities. Gerson argues that this would be a unified approach to devising recovery strategies. 165 Human Rights: Respect for human rights calls for the transformation of values, attitudes and behaviors from those who benefit exclusively to all humans regardless of status -clan, tribe, or nation. 166 The concept of human rights relates to two bedrock principles: each human being deserves to be treated with respect simply because he/she is a human being, regardless to which group he/she belongs; 167 and all people deserve equal respect of these human rights. Acceptance of the importance of human rights principles supports movement towards a culture of peace, since acceptance of human rights as a given leads to participation of civil society, increases respect for rule of law, and draws negative attention to abuse of power. 168 Gender Equality: Gender equality is an imperative component to comprehensive peacebuilding efforts. Women, a group that is often excluded from the official negotiation process, can play an important role in peacebuilding. 169 The importance of their role is often not acknowledged due to the fact that their contribution can take on non-traditional forms, may not be formally integrated in the peace process, or may be considered a part of their already existent gender roles. 170 There are also many factors that impede women's ability to contribute to the reconciliation process, including: lack of social support; personal security; and psychological trauma. Despite these variables, women's unique qualities can contribute greatly to the reconciliation process. 171 In order for peacebuilding efforts to be effective, women must be viewed as equal partners, and must be included in the peacebuilding process.
Although not included in formal peace processes, women are instrumental in activities such as peace protests, dialogue, promotion of tolerance, and empowerment efforts. They likely understand issues underlying the conflict, and can take a more holistic approach to peacebuilding than traditional practices. 172 To this end, on October 31, 2000, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1325, entitled 'Women, Peace and Security'. 173 This resolution endorses civil society groups, and specifically focuses on women in the peace process. The resolution suggests that the United Nations Security Council, the SecretaryGeneral, member nations, and non-state actors incorporate women in peace processes through including women in decision-making processes; implementing trainings about gender differences in peacebuilding; protecting women, and gender mainstreaming. 174 Democratization: The United Nations has highlighted the importance of democracy and good governance in post-conflict peacebuilding. 175 Democratic participation replaces authoritarian structures of power that sustain a culture of war and violence. Nations with a culture of violence are not known for their democracies or economic prosperity. Conversely, democratic and capitalist states less often engage in war with one another. 176 To this end, the United Nations Development Program worked to establish peace and democracy in El Salvador and Guatemala, and promoted three functions: peace-making through essentially political mediation and electoral observation; peacekeeping through monitoring and verification; and peacebuilding through promotion of institutional reform and state modernization."
In El Salvador, political leaders conducted the peace negotiations and designed the transition to democracy without involving civil society. This exclusion caused an absence of ownership over the new government, which resulted in apathy and nonparticipation among Salvadorians. Conversely, in Guatemala, civil society participated in the peace process by contributing to the agreement and reform agenda. This involvement allowed civil society to play an on-going role in the democratic process, thereby increasing the stability of the democratic state.
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Tolerance and Solidarity: Once communities have experienced ongoing violence, a peaceful resolution may appear to be out of reach. 179 There must also be a "changed psychological orientation" between the two groups seeking to reconcile. 180 Understanding, tolerance and solidarity transcend and supersede enemy images. In order to humanize the enemy and provide hope that peace is possible, various grassroots initiatives have developed throughout the globe that seek to establish tolerance and solidarity among conflicting groups. Dialogues can be one way of dealing constructively with conflicts. 181 "Working through" differences is defined as "learning to live with the painful past better than one has up to now." 182 Participatory communication replaces secrecy and manipulation of information in a culture of peace.
role of civil society…" 185 In addition to seeking justice, individuals must first have a minimum level of physical safety and stability, and must take into considering the needs of people who have been living in an on-going conflict. 186 Since true healing can only occur when a victim has a sense of security, it is imperative that two groups living together after a conflict have a high level of psychological security.
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Building a culture of peace is a way of approaching conflicts from a preventative perspective. International players in peace processes may consider the realms of education; development; human rights; gender equality; democratization; tolerance and solidarity; communication; and peace and security when considering ways to establish cultures of peace in communities that have experienced conflict and violence. These initiatives are likely also a beneficial way to incorporate civil society actors in postconflict peacebuilding efforts.
V. Conclusion
In some parts of the world, conflict is an ongoing, seemingly endless, struggle. The international community has been involved in conflicts throughout the globe, particularly since the Cold War ended. Civil society involvement is one of the most important factors in determining whether a post-conflict peacebuilding initiative will be successful. Efforts put forth by local government officials or the international community likely will be unsuccessful in post-conflict peacebuilding if civil involvement is not present. Studies have found that civil society involvement is one of the most important factors in determining whether post-conflict initiatives will be successful and sustainable.
Approaches to post-conflict peacebuilding can be both legal and nonlegal in nature. Building the rule of law and enforcing justice is of the utmost importance because it creates a sense of order and governance following the chaotic experience of conflict. Various legal approaches following conflict include international and domestic court systems, truth commissions, and hybrid systems incorporating both justice systems and truth commissions.
Since conflict destroys physical and social structures of societies, it is important to approach post-conflict peacebuilding from non-legal approaches as well. Various actors, such as states and inter-governmental organizations, development and humanitarian organizations, international non-governmental organizations, civil society organizations, and local nongovernmental organizations, work on various aspects of post-conflict peacebuilding.
One way to incorporate these joint efforts is to design projects with the aim of building a culture of peace. United Nations-established criteria for building a culture of peace include education; development; human rights; gender equality; democratization; tolerance and solidarity; communication; and peace and security. Players involved in these efforts have implemented projects in some of these categories. However, work towards building a culture of peace is in its nascent stages. Individuals and organizations involved in post-conflict peacebuilding may consider the above categories when implementing projects to change societies from a culture of war to a culture of peace.
Conflict is an extremely complicated, multi-faceted phenomenon which has occurred throughout history, and will likely continue as long as mankind exists. There are a wide variety of factors underlying conflicts and, therefore, no one-size-fits-all panacea can be found for post-conflict peacebuilding. This article has provided a broad overview of various approaches to peacebuilding following a conflict, and building a culture of peace to mitigate and prevent violent conflict in the future.
